CONNECTED WORKER PLATFORM
Connecting Workers, Systems & Technology
With a clear dashboard, clean reports, and
properly integrated data, business leaders have
experienced liberty and agility.
OGP companies face many productivity & efficiency challenges while ensuring
workers’ safety. While still relying on traditional paper-based instructions that
are often outdated and lack flexibility, OGP companies will struggle with
enabling their connected workers.
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What is a Connected Worker?
If you are fully integrated & enabled
within your work environment by
technologies, you are a connected
worker.
Connected worker technologies such as
smart data capture, data analytics, lowcode/no-code form builders, data
exchange solutions, embedded &
responsive systems are all part of the
connected workers tools box.

wwww.smartflowapps.com

Why a Connected worker solution?
Working with inspections systems that respond to their actions in
real-time
Using mobile-accessible apps that work online and offline, reducing
dependencies
Having real-time visibility into key-essential indicators
Storing all data correctly to meet the demands of both the
organisation and the government
Adding, collecting extra information, or modifying information in
real-time while instantly notifying the other parties involved

67%

53%
of U.S. companies have
already implemented
connected industrial
workforce measures

of industrial companies
have connected worker
initiatives underway

Stats Source: Deloitte

1.Digitize

2.Capture data

Transform paperbased tasks in
mobile, drag&drop
interactive forms with
low-code/no-code.

Track, monitor, collect
and report key data,
emergencies, and
events in real-time.

Connected
Worker Solution
3. Automate

4. Perform Analysis

Leverage data in
disconnected
documents, optimize
safety-instrumented
systems, and manage
corporate risk.

Take immediate
actions based on the
findings, which saves
time, increases
efficiency, and
transforms
productivity.

What can you digitize with a connected worker solution?
Help your field operators and inspectors complete their inspections in one visit to the worksite
with zero errors. Create an improved work experience that will allow the inspectors to have instant
access to the checks that have been carried out before, and get a clear overview of what important
matters emerged from those checks, and enable them to work faster, cleaner and safer.
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Reshaping work inspections
IMPROVED
PRODUCTIVITY

INCREASED QUALITY

Quicker and more
accurate generation
of real-time
reporting

Automated compliance
processes reduce
workload, lessen audit
risks, and minimize
fines and violations

SAFETY

Ensure the safety
and the performance
of the terminal as
well as of the
workers

Mobile workflows for faster data sharing
Implement an enterprise mobile solution like Smartflow and get
ready for superior strategic achievements. The simple usage of a
smartphone app like Smartflow will solve efficiency problems by
integrating people, processes, and technology.

15%
Reduced
costs

20 %
Uptime

Contact us to learn
more.
By contacting us we can set up a
personalized demo.

Set up a demo

10x
Reduction in
non productive
time

